TNT Electronic Services

ExpressShipper
Daily shipping operations made easy

Save time.
Keep on top of busy shipping schedules with a time-saving PC-based shipping
program. It makes shipping easy and cost-effective.

A shipping HQ from your own PC
ExpressShipper is designed to meet the needs of companies
with medium level volumes of shipments. As such, it acts as your
personalised control centre – a sophisticated tool that gives
you transparent, up-to-the-minute pricing, ordering, tracking and
collection information.
It can operate on stand-alone or network systems, and the
software can be downloaded or installed via a CD-ROM. At
its heart is a Shipping Manager function with all relevant tasks
displayed on a single-screen, making it easy to manage your
shipping from beginning to end.

Creating a shipment
You can create your own address book or import addresses
from other sources, you can also:
> look up your own rates based on the TNT service you
have requested
> transmit shipment details to TNT and request collection of
your consignment

TNT will then confirm your collection request immediately –

Completely in control

on-screen and by email. The confirmation will also be stored in

You can create a daily overview by using our advanced tracking

Shipping Manager. Meanwhile, you can:

functionality. At a glance, you immediately know which shipments
are pending, shipped, in-transit, delivered or have exceptions.

> c onfigure and print labels on your own printer
> fi ll in the information necessary for customs clearance and
export declarations if required

You can also:
> email an Advanced Shipping Notification to all interested
parties so that they know when to expect delivery
> create and print all shipping documentation
> transmit shipping data to TNT via a secure internet connection

Multilingual
ExpressShipper gives you a choice of over 40 languages that can
be set upon installation.

Find out more at www.tnt.com
You will find more information about Electronic Services
on the TNT website. Alternatively, contact your local TNT
representative to help you select the ideal services and
solutions for your needs.
It’s our business to deliver yours

TNT Electronic Services
In today’s fast moving business environment people expect
better and more responsive services. That’s why we have
developed a full range of internet, pc-based and mobile
services that make shipping easier and more efficient.
Whether you require simple tracking, pricing and booking/
ordering tools, or an automated shipping solution that
integrates with your IT systems, we can help you.

www.tnt.com

